How are Innovative Splashbacks different from the other Acrylic Splashbacks
on the market?
We get asked this question a lot. It’s simple really. It’s like comparing a Fiat to a Mercedes. Sure
both companies make cars, but that’s where the similarity ends.
 For one we use top quality branded acrylic that has been used for over 80 years in
commercial applications such as aircraft windows and windscreens, commercial aquariums,
ice hockey protection screens and even bone cement. Having been around for 80 years, it is
not a “new” product - It has a pedigree of durability like no other acrylic in the world which
we are more than happy to boast about. Speaking of being the only in the world, the brand
of acrylic we use has a no UV yellow warranty of 30 years – yes the only acrylic in the world
with such a guarantee!
 Our acrylic wont yellow or crack – otherwise aircraft windows and windscreens world-wide
would be falling apart.
 We use optically transparent acrylic – as clear as optical glass, which gives you a true
representation of the colour.
 We spray paint to the rear of the acrylic – just like a glass splashback – which is why our
acrylic splashbacks look exactly like glass splashbacks and not coloured plastic.
 Our acrylic is not “vampire” acrylic. It does not have a colour layer glued to the back of a
clear layer. So it’s not terrified of UV light or prone to colour fading with time.
 We can custom colour to any paint/tile/swatch colour you like without minimum order
quantities. We’ve matched pretty much everything from car colours to colourbond roof
colours, cabinet and even fabric colours for clients over the years.
 We cut-to-size so you only pay for what you need and it comes ready to install saving you
time and $$$.
 We delivery our acrylic splashbacks nationwide – direct to you – so you don’t have to run
around all over town to get your splashbacks.
 We have a super-quick turn around time, even for custom cut and custom colour orders.
 We have a 10 year warranty on our painted acrylic splashbacks and unlike the other acrylic
splashbacks on the market that doesn’t mean JUST a UV warranty.
So now you can see what we mean when we say the difference between our acrylic splashbacks
and the rest is like comparing a Mercedes Benz to a Fiat. Top quality always lasts, you don’t have
headaches with high quality products (now or later) and we never take shortcuts or use cheap
and nasty acrylic or lacquer alternatives.

